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About Me
• Senior Scientist

- Space Exploration Sector at APL

• B.S. in Mechanical Engineering & Physics
- U. of Alabama at Birmingham

• Ph.D. in Geological Sciences
- Arizona State University

• Interests in science and technology:
- Geology and composition of planetary 

surfaces, from micro- to macro-scale
- Development of instruments/ technologies for 

operation in extreme environments
- Testing of instruments/ technologies in analog 

environments to Moon/ Mars
 ISRU and Desert RATS field tests
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APL In Brief
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Lunar Dust Mitigation
Mitigate lunar dust hazards

Extreme Access
Access, navigate, and explore 
surface/subsurface areas

Collection, processing, storing and use of 
material found or manufactured on other 
astronomical objects

In Situ Resource Utilization Surface Excavation & Construction
Enable affordable, autonomous 
manufacturing or construction

Surface Power
Enable continuous power throughout lunar day 
and night

Extreme Environments
Enable systems to operate through out the full 
range of lunar surface conditions
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• Accelerate technology readiness for key lunar infrastructure capabilities enabling technology demonstrations 
for early un-crewed commercial missions, as well as informing development of  crewed flight systems.

• Implement through a combination of in-house activities, competitive programs, and public-private 
partnerships.

• Coordinate with NASA’s Science Mission Directorate and Human Exploration and Operations Mission 
Directorate to identify priorities. 

STMD develops and performs demonstrations that allow the primary technology hurdles to be retired 
for a given capability at a relevant scale.  While there may be additional engineering development 
required for scale-up, there should be none required for the foundational technologies.

Lunar Surface Innovation Initiative (LSII)



LSIC Objectives
1. Harness the creativity, energy and 

resources of academia, industry and 
government in order for NASA to keep the 
United States at the forefront of lunar 
exploration

2. Identify lunar surface technology 
developments most in need of sponsor 
support and communicate those to NASA 

3. Provide a central resource for gathering 
and disseminating information, results, 
and documentation 
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• Identify technology needs
• Serve without bias
• Develop talent
• Build community
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Specific Goals
• Serve as an information clearinghouse
• Host regular cross-community meetings
• Lead and coordinate focus groups
• Enable site visits from LSIC and LSII leadership
• Establish mentoring relationships among members

Focus Groups are the primary means through which LSIC 
interacts with the community.
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Consortium activities include two 
large semiannual meetings and 

off-cycle virtual meetings for each 
technology area focus group

The Fall meeting will feature a 
specific technology, in addition to 

status reports from each focus group

Each focus group 
conducts virtual meetings 

to identify and discuss 
critical needs
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Focus group results feed into the 
technical needs assessment 

performed by APL, and may lead to 
personal site visits to provide more 

in-depth discussions with NASA

The focus group work, technical needs 
assessment, and local site visits all feed 

into proposal or other funding 
opportunities provided by NASA STMD



Dust Mitigation Focus Group
• Connect and harness the creativity of government, 

industry, academia, and non-profits to advance dust 
mitigation technologies that will enable NASA’s 
exploration of the lunar surface

• Identify needs and determine how to address critical 
challenges to NASA’s dust mitigation needs

• Focus group enables all categories of members
• Facilitator:

- Manage focus group and ensure clear communication 
- Organize focus group to maintain alignment with NASA 

STMD expectations, LSII Leadership, and LSIC Executive 
Committee

• There will be opportunities to lead and participate in 
subgroup tasks
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Technology Areas
• Optical Systems – Viewports, camera lenses, solar panels, space suit visors, mass 

spectrometers, other sensitive optical instruments
• Thermal Surfaces – Thermal radiators, thermal painted surfaces, thermal connections
• Fabrics – Space suit fabrics, soft wall habitats, mechanism covers
• Mechanisms – Linear actuators, bearings, rotary joints, hinges, quick disconnects, valves, 

linkages
• Seals and Soft Goods – Space suit interfaces, hatches, connectors, hoses
• Gaseous Filtration – Atmosphere revitalization, ISRU processes 
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Communication Strategy
• Monthly FG teleconferences

- NASA updates
- Contain short presentation from participant
- Develop/advance focus group goal(s)
- Open forum for brainstorming/discussions
- Lightning round updates from various participants
- Opportunity to voice issues to be brought to NASA 

• Dust Mitigation FG Mailing list: LSIC_DustMitigation@listserv.jhuapl.edu
- Messages sent to entire Focus Group
- Use like other large email lists
- Could create separate groups on specific topics

• Wiki
- Main archival resource for dissemination of information
- In the works

• LSIC Monthly Newsletter
- First one coming out in July
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Focus Group Goal
• The Dust Mitigation FG is tasked to define a 1 year goal. 
• Will collaboratively decide on a 1-year goal for us to work on as a group
• Goal needs to be

- Actionable
- Impactful
- Address clear need of NASA
- Doable within 1 year
- Uses capabilities of focus group members
- Can be accomplished with existing resources
- Inspired by current issues
- Beneficial broadly to all stakeholders

• Possible First-year Goal: 
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Identify needs & gaps in dust mitigation, provide recommendations to foster 
development, and create a roadmap for developing and fielding that technology 



Contact information

Focus Group Area Listserv address Facilitator
In-Situ Resource Utilization LSIC_ISRU@listserv.jhuapl.edu Karl Hibbitts

Surface Power LSIC_Power@listserv.jhuapl.edu Wes Fuhrman

Extreme Environments LSIC_ExtremeEnvironment@listserv.jhuapl.edu Ben Greenhagen

Extreme Access LSIC_ExtremeAccess@listserv.jhuapl.edu Angela Stickle

Excavation and Construction LSIC_ExcavationConstruction@listserv.jhuapl.edu Athonu Chatterjee

Dust Mitigation LSIC_DustMitigation@listserv.jhuapl.edu Jorge Núñez
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LSIC Director: Rachel Klima, SES-LSIC-Director@jhuapl.edu
http://lsic.jhuapl.edu



Discussion & Next Steps
• How can this consortium and focus group work for you and your institution?
• What do you want to get from the FG meetings?
• What would you like the FG to accomplish?
• What kinds of FG activities would be most productive for LSIC objectives?
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LSIC Objectives
1. Harness the creativity, energy and resources of academia, industry and government 

in order for NASA to keep the United States at the forefront of lunar exploration
2. Identify lunar surface technology developments most in need of sponsor support and 

communicate those to NASA 
3. Provide a central resource for gathering and disseminating information, results, and 

documentation 
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